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About This Game

Experience what is like to be on stranded islands where only your decisions can keep you in life.
Try to find more survivors as you explore tropical islands and always be ready for a rescue by ship or a plane.

If you want to see tomorrow you need to grow vegetables and hunt animals with trap, collect fruits and stay away from
dangerous animals and poisonous plants.

Your primary goal is to escape from these beautiful but deadly islands and there will be situations to choose what is less bad for
you in order to keep you alive.

While you are stuck on this isolated archipelago you can explore rainforests, coral reefs, waterfalls, exotic animals and many
more.

BASIC FEATURES:

- Open world map
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- Crafting-Inventory System
- Day-Night Cycle and Dynamic Weather

- Hunger-Thirst System with food poisoning and dehydration

MAIN FEATURES:

- Two endings game
- Missions with more endings
- Other human AI characters

- Character conversations
- Facial animation

- Voice actors

ANIMAL FEATURES:

- Plenty of exotic animals
- Hunt Animals

- Being attacked by animals
- Trap system for animals

SUBTITLES FOR LANGUAGES:

- GERMAN
- PORTUGUESE-BRAZIL

- RUSSIAN
- SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

- SERBIAN

Main aspect of Tropical Escape is story and missions that can lead you to success or more bigger problem but in that time all
necessary survival conditions are included for game to be way more than just repetitive survival game.

FUTURE ROADMAP

We want to keep developing game even after release, and if you support us we will try to implement multiplayer and co-op so
you can play story with your friends and make playtime more interesting.
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Title: Tropical Escape
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stefan Stankovic, Nikola Lackovic
Publisher:
Stefan Stankovic, Nikola Lackovic
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 32bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3330 | AMD FX™-4300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 760 | AMD Radeon™ R9 270 | (2GB VRAM) or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are NOT officially supported.

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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The best timeline in NekoPara yet. JUST GET THIS.

need convincing? check my screenshot.. First review yay!

This is a pretty original game concept which doesn't has as much attention as it should of and I do like the idea of the game. The
gameplay is fun and challenging and is similar to other hardcore platformers: Super meat boy and n++

In this game you're a red square with eyes (we should name him Frank) and you have to get to the goal (green), but in the way
are objects: grill, walls, lava and more that you can't pass without switching the dimension. When you press Z you are in a
altered dimension where one or two to the whole level is altered. There are various mechanics when you are playing the levels:
lasers and one-way blocks. The blocks can make a confusing puzzle or a insane challenge. There is 90 levels to explore. There is
even a whole entire level editor and a workshop to explore (It's pretty insane).

Once you beat all of the levels (or not I don't control your life), there are stars that are quite difficult. The postitions of the stars
are in places that can make you think, complete the level again or generally challenge you. For the times for me it feels like you
need to be pixel perfect on some of them (but of course you don't have to).

Overall this is a amazing game which is definitely worth the \u00a36.99 (\u00a39.99 for anywhere else). I wanted to love this
game. Huge fan of Hero Quest, still own the board game =D

For me the game breaker is the fact that when replaying a mission, the mission gets harder. More monsters/traps/ect.

How do you farm a previous mission to get stronger for the next, when the previous mission itself is vamped up so heavy?

Example, mission #3, first room, one bad encounter with 3 mage, 2 warriors, and an assassin mostly wiped the party outright,
barbarian is left with 2 hp, so party throws up the white flag and hoofs it back to town. Not enough gold to revive and heal
everyone. So we try and take the revived archer and the wounded barb on mission #2, That way we can earn some gold and
revive the dwarf. And actually afford to sleep at the inn.

Mission #2 is now harder since we beat it once. Every room has more mobs and there are extra traps to trigger as well. The
archer and barbarian do not make it. So one bad encounter basically ended the game. It was impossible to recover from an
almost party wipe, even in the early game.

I don't understand the idea of making prior missions harder and harder every time it's played. How is someone supposed to
recover from a bad adventure? I didn't like this aspect of the game at all and feel it ruins it.

Also as noted on other posts, why doesn't the hero that notices a trap on the floor, STOP? Would any adventurer you know keep
walking over a trap they noticed before stepping on it?

Multiplayer is limited to one character each, any reasons? Why can't we control up to two each for a full party?
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This could be a nice little game, but it needs work.. I agree with Vin9902's comments these omisions make the game expensive.
The most disappointing game in my collection. At least it's not very expensive.

A strange kind of 2D platformer where you plop down stairs, springs and things in front of the character as she walks along
Lemming-fashion and you try and get her to collect fireflys.. Great blend of RPG and RTS.. A very generous, deep and
enjoyable F2P card battler. Tons of cards and interesting mechanics make this worth checking out for fans of the genre but give
it some time to learn the systems etc before you give up on it. You will either love or hate the art style it is without a doubt
'Waifu:The Gathering' but I am not really one to be upset about drawings of large breasted women in armor (really, where would
we be without Boris Vallejo or Margaret Brundage). Also slightly has a tablet game feel, but not too noticeable.Don't let any of
this discourage you this is maybe the best card battler out right now.. Short. Would't work on a laptop connected to a TV, but
when streaming it to my laptop it worked.. Addictive, colorful and good old scoring.
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Decent experience. It have few levels, which are very short, so you will probably spend less than 1 hours to beat it. It have nice
co-op option, so if you have some real life buddy to play with together then it's another nice thing. 8-Bit Commando is rather
easy - with checkpoits and health bar you don't have to worry about this game being too hard to beat. Graphics and music
depend on taste but if you are into retro-wannabe stuff then you will enjoy it. That's probably all. I don't think it's worth full
price: maybe 1/3, if you are hardcore fan of Contra and clone games, and other people might want to get it from bundles..
Really nice adventure game witih a solid atmosphere and mystery. If you're a fan of adventure\/mystery games or Nancy Drew,
then this is a solid pickup. Just don't expect any handholding when it comes to the mystery, though.. If you like trading and
maintaining an economic empire then you'll enjoy it like I did. Though I reckon port royal 3 was better.. For the price of $5 the
game is awesome. Nice variety of traps and death rooms, good use of team work as you only get two shoes to test a room and it
helps to have others with you, the game runs great and provides a while of entertainment. Gonna enjoy seeing what else is added
over the year but for the price tag of $5 it is 100% well worth the buy. Recommend it to anyone looking for a game to play with
friends.. its Persona 5. great game!. Why do these simple games have to be so addictive? Flight control will have you coming
back to see if you can land just one more plane when you should be sleeping, doing homework, or otherwise participating in
life.. GW lemondo <3
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